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Abstract

Underwater acoustic communications are different from terrestrial radio communications; acoustic channel is asymmetric and has large and variable end-to-end propagation delays, distance-dependent limited bandwidth, high bit error rates, and multi-path fading. Besides, nodes’ mobility and limited battery power also cause problems for networking protocol design. Among them, routing in underwater acoustic networks is a challenging task, and many protocols have been proposed. In this chapter, we first classify the routing protocols according to application scenarios, which are classified according to the number of sinks that an underwater acoustic sensor network (UASN) may use, namely single-sink, multi-sink, and no-sink. We review some typical routing strategies proposed for these application scenarios, such as cross-layer and reinforcement learning as well as opportunistic routing. Finally, some remaining key issues are highlighted.
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1. Introduction

Almost 71% of our plant is covered by oceans, and underwater networks become more and more important since they can be used for underwater information exchange, surveillance, ocean explorations and disaster prevention, etc., [1].

There are several challenges for underwater acoustic communication. First, because electromagnetic wave does not perform well in underwater environments due to the serious attenuation, acoustic communication is used as a major communication technology in underwater
networks [2, 3]. The acoustic channel is asymmetric with large end-to-end propagation delays and limited bandwidth as well as high bit error rates due to multi-path fading. Second, underwater sensor nodes’ mobility caused by ocean currents brings intermittent connective links. Third, underwater sensor nodes are prone to failure because of corrosion, fouling, and limited battery power that is available. Furthermore, the speed of the sound can change with water temperature, which leads to changes in the transmission path and may be the cause of the data not being forwarded to the sea surface on time. Therefore, the routing protocols available for terrestrial wireless sensor networks are not suitable for underwater acoustic sensor networks (UASNs), and many new routing protocols have been studied.

There are several surveys on routing protocols for UASNs reported in the literature, which provide overviews about the basic ideas of the related protocols mainly following the taxonomy for terrestrial wireless sensor networks. In Ref. [4], the authors investigated the characteristics and algorithms of routing protocols and classified them into the non-cross-layer design, the traditional cross-layer design, and the intelligent algorithm design. The work in Ref. [5] discussed the current state of the art on the UASN protocol design and provided a detailed overview on the current solutions for medium access control, network, and transport layer protocols. A review and comparison of different algorithms was proposed in Ref. [6] to fulfill different application requirements with dynamic environmental conditions. All these investigations show that it is almost impossible to conclude that any particular routing strategy can cost-effectively support all underwater applications because each of them has certain strengths and weaknesses and is only applicable to specific situations.

In this chapter, we conduct a review mainly from an application perspective. An optimal protocol design must take into account different favorable features available in different scenarios to maximize routing performance, especially the characteristics of various network topologies. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate how each protocol exploits these features to maximize protocol performance and the feasibility of the proposed schemes.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the characteristics of application scenarios and routing strategies. In Sections 3–5, we discuss typical routing protocols of different strategies in single-sink-, multi-sink-, as well as zero-sink–based UASNs. In Sections 6–8, we discuss typical routing protocols based on cross-layer and reinforcement learning as well as opportunistic routing protocols. Finally, in Section 9, we draw the conclusions.

2. Major application scenarios and routing strategies

2.1. Application scenarios

Most applications of UASNs are related to underwater collection, where the surface units are used to collect data transmitted by underwater sensor nodes. Therefore, application scenarios can be classified into single-sink, multi-sink, and zero-sink according to the number of sinks that a UASN uses. As shown in Figure 1, in a single-sink–based UASN, there is only one sink node which can be static or mobile. A static sink node is fixed on the surface (in some cases on
the bottom) of the ocean as shown in Figure 1 [1]. A mobile sink node moves to collect data from the sensor nodes deployed in the ocean as shown in Figure 2. The topology of a multi-sink–based UASN is shown in Figure 3, where two or more sink nodes are used to receive packets collected by sensor nodes [1]. A sensor node only needs to transmit the packets to one of the sink nodes close to the node. Sensor nodes in a multi-sink–based UASN can also be static or mobile. In a zero-sink–based UASN, several functionally identical autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) usually work as a team collaboratively, which requires communicating with each other, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Major factors that can affect the design of a routing protocol include the number of sink nodes and the topology of the corresponding UASN. Arranging multiple sink nodes in the network can improve the routing performance by shortening transmission path. A sensor node only needs to transmit the packets to the sink closer to it [1]. Deploying a UASN with static topology or a single-sink can simplify the design of a routing protocol. A zero-sink–based UASN may have several AUVs to work as a team, and it is more difficult to design routing protocols for this kind of UASN to achieve good performance.

Figure 1. A static single-sink–based UASN.

Figure 2. A mobile single-sink–based UASN.
Figure 3. A multi-sink-based UASN.

Figure 4. A zero-sink-based UASN.
2.2. Routing strategies

Table 1 lists routing strategies under reviewing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing strategy</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Application scenarios</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geo-based routing</td>
<td>It is based on GPS</td>
<td>All scenarios</td>
<td>Network architecture is simple</td>
<td>Positioning may be not accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source routing</td>
<td>The transmission path is determined by the source node</td>
<td>Single-sink-based UASN with a static sink</td>
<td>It reduces the cost of route maintenance</td>
<td>It increases the packet overhead and routing cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hop-by-hop routing</td>
<td>The next-hop is determined by relay nodes</td>
<td>Except zero-sink–based UASN</td>
<td>Network is more scalable and flexible</td>
<td>The final path may be not optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustered routing</td>
<td>The nodes are usually divided into groups</td>
<td>Single-sink-based UASN</td>
<td>It has a good adaptability and can reduce data redundancy</td>
<td>It needs to select the cluster head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-layer routing</td>
<td>It considers the characteristics of other layers</td>
<td>Single-sink-based UASN with a static sink and zero-sink–based UASN</td>
<td>It can minimize energy costs while maximizing the performance of the entire network</td>
<td>Routing protocol is more complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcement learning scheme</td>
<td>Each node selects next hop via an iterative calculation of the reinforcement function</td>
<td>Single-sink-based UASN</td>
<td>It extends the lifetime of the network</td>
<td>More powerful nodes are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunistic routing</td>
<td>Each node selects several suitable neighbor nodes as a set of candidate-forwarding nodes</td>
<td>Multi-sink-based UASN with mobile topology</td>
<td>It improves the end-to-end success delivery rate of packet forwarding.</td>
<td>More powerful nodes are required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1. Geo-based routing

Geo-based routing uses the position information of sensor nodes to find the best route from a source node to a destination node. Each node has to be aware of the target area, its own position, and all neighbors’ positions. A node forwards packets to the target area in accordance with a certain policy based on the location information. At present, two common ways to obtain position information are using signal strength to estimate the relative coordinates and GPS. However, GPS cannot work well in underwater environments, and the relative coordinate of a node estimated by signal strength suffers from signal attenuation and noise interference.

2.2.2. Source routing

Source routing allows the sender of a packet to specify the route that the packet takes in the network partially or completely. The transmission path in is determined by the source node,
and the identification of all relay nodes in the path is embedded in the packets. Relay nodes can forward packets according to the planned path instead of selecting next hop by themselves [1]. During the route construction phase, a source node establishes a route by flooding route request packets (RREQs) in the network. Upon receiving an RREQ, the destination node responds by sending a route reply packet (RREP), which carries the route attached in the RREQ back to the source node. It supports asymmetric channel and reduces the cost of route maintenance. However, it increases the packet overhead and the routing cost. In addition, the performance degrades rapidly with the increase of mobility.

2.2.3. Hop-by-hop routing

Hop-by-hop routing allows each relay node to select its next hop by itself. The selection of next hop is usually based on its local view of the network. It can make the network more scalable and flexible, but the final path may not be optimal.

2.2.4. Clustered routing

Clustered routing divides the sensor nodes into geographical or logical groups, and the selection of cluster head considers the position distribution of nodes and residual energy. In each group, a cluster head is used as a gateway to communicate with other groups, and sensor nodes in each group only need to transmit packets to the cluster head. This strategy has a good adaptability and reduces data redundancy.

2.2.5. Cross-layer routing

Although the hierarchical protocol stack structure is clear, scalable, robust, and easy to implement, the inter-layer information is difficult to be shared and not conducive to the global optimization of network performance. Cross-layer routing strategies take into account the functions and information available on other layers. Through the power control and frame collision control, it can achieve the relevant hierarchical interaction and minimize energy costs while maximizing the performance of the entire network [7].

2.2.6. Reinforcement learning-based routing

Reinforcement learning-based routing aims to find the most suitable route by using Q-learning algorithm to learn the network states and adapts to topology changes at runtime intelligently without any off-line training. During the routing process, a node analyzes its residual energy and energy distribution of a group of nodes, establishes a reinforcement function, and selects the appropriate node to forward packets [8]. This strategy can extend the lifetime of the network as much as possible.

2.2.7. Opportunistic routing

Opportunistic routing takes advantages of the packet transmission opportunities due to mobility and broadcast of nodes, not only determining the next hop but also selecting suitable
neighbor nodes as a set of candidate forwarding nodes based on certain routing metrics. All nodes in the set receive packets and then the node with the highest priority completes the following transmission. It makes full use of channel broadcast characteristics to improve throughput and transmission reliability [9].

3. Single-sink–based UASNs

3.1. Static sink

A multi-path grid-based geographic routing protocol (MGGR) is proposed in Ref. [10]. It assumes that there is a sink fixed at the top in the middle of the grid, and the other sensor nodes are mobile and equipped with locator. Routing is performed in a grid-by-grid manner through gateways that use disjoint paths to relay data packets [10]. The disjoint paths and gateway election algorithm adopted in the protocol are helpful for balancing energy while achieving high delivery ratio and small end-to-end delay.

In Ref. [11], a location-based adaptive routing protocol (CARP) selects different paths for different levels of data packets, relying on the dynamic characteristics of underwater environments. CARP can adapt dynamic underwater environments, improve the quality of the network communication, and have better performance in transmission delay, energy consumption, and packet acceptance rate.

The hop-by-hop vector-based forwarding routing protocol (HH-VBF) is homogeneous to VBF which uses the notion of a “routing vector” to act as the axis of the “virtual pipe” [12]. However, it constructs different virtual pipes for the per-hop vector from each individual forwarder to the sink, instead of a single virtual pipe from the source to the sink as VBF. HH-VBF is less sensitive to the routing pipe radius threshold and has much better performance such as energy consumption and successful delivery rate than VBF in sparse networks.

A solution for routing joint control and node replacement decisions is proposed in Ref. [13] to minimize the node replacement costs and develop effective methods for practical implementation. Sensor nodes in the network are laid on the ocean floor to collectively gather and transmit seismic information. As the results indicate, it provides a lower average node replacement cost and meets higher service-level requirements, while it has a higher degree of simplicity.

A fault tolerant routing protocol (FTR) [14] assumes that the topology of the network is static and only a small fraction of the nodes is involved in routing. It detects substitutive links to revise the main path and build backup path. Simulations show that FTR achieves higher packet delivery ratio, small end-to-end delay, higher network throughput, and lower energy consumption than VBF and epidemic routing (ER) protocols.

3.2. Mobile sink

In Ref. [15], the authors proposed a mobicast routing protocol. All sensor nodes are randomly distributed in a 3-D environment, and an AUV travels along a user-defined route as a mobile
sink to collect data from sensor nodes within a 3-D zone of relevance (ZOR) and wakes up sensors in the next 3-D ZOR [15]. In addition, only sensor nodes in the 3-D ZOR can be notified to enter the active mode to transmit collected data. For this reason, it has better performance such as a successful delivery rate, power consumption, and message overhead.

3.3. Geo-based routing

In Ref. [16], the authors proposed an integration method between localization and routing by using an AUV as an anchor node and “iterative localization”. Each sensor node establishes multiple routes to the sink by extending control packets exchanged for localization and creates routing table to the sink in parallel with the localization process [16]. This method provides robustness to communication failure and decreases energy consumption between each localization.

A reliable and energy efficient vector-based forwarding protocol (REE-VBF) was proposed in Ref. [17]. The transmission way of data packets is local flooding, and an optimal node with the smallest desire coefficient is selected by establishing a set of adaptive selection mechanisms [17]. The optimal node forwards the packet at first to prohibit others transmitting repeatedly. Therefore, REE-VBF has a better performance on energy efficiency and reliability than others. In addition, it is suitable for the communication in shallow water areas.

In the directional flooding-based routing protocol (DFR) [18], a node knows its own location, its one-hop neighbors’ location, and the location of a sink. It relies on a packet flooding scheme, with which the flooding zone is determined dynamically by the link quality among neighbors to increase the successful delivery ratio instead of relying on a path establishment between the source and sink node. The results show that DFR has a higher packet delivery ratio, less communication overhead, and shorter end-to-end delay than VBF.

A geographical optimized reflection-enabled routing protocol immune to link ambiguity (GORRILA) is proposed in Ref. [19], aiming to establish the best stable route from a source to a destination. It utilizes directional antennas to incorporate surface-reflected non-line-of-sight (NLOS) links in the routing process, instead of relying on the LOS link between one-hop neighbors, which adds delay to the data delivery time in establishing routes. In addition, a physical and medium access cross-layer scheme was also designed to optimize the route selection for maximum network throughput.

A sector-based routing with destination location prediction (SBR-DLP) protocol [20] was designed for a fully mobile topology network, in which each node is mobile and the destination node moves along a pre-planned route. In the routing process, the area around the current forwarder is divided into a plurality of sectors, wherein the first sector is halved by the vector from the transponder to the destination vector and the other sectors are tagged according to their angular differences from that vector. The SBR-DLP is highly adaptive to network dynamics and can improve the packet delivery ratio.

3.4. Source routing

A reliable and energy-efficient routing protocol (RER) was proposed in Ref. [21]. In the route discovery phase, a simple next-hop selection is introduced to select a node with the minimum
packet transmission delay to the current node as its next-hop node. After a route is set up, multiple nodes in the network can also send data packets to the sink through the same established route instead of building a new route. As a result, it allows the real-time data to arrive at the destination earlier and extends the network lifetime. The simulations show that RER performs better than the traditional routing protocols in terms of packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay, and average energy consumption.

Another source routing protocol called local area source routing (LASR) \[22\] is proposed for a small area of UASN. In this case, a source node does not need to care about the outside area of its transmission range. For this reason, each node just needs to share information of its neighboring nodes and finds a minimum cost path up to a determined sub-destination within its transmission range. Simulation results show that the proposed solution can reduce energy consumption, in comparison with other 3-D on-demand routing protocols.

3.5. Hop-by-hop routing

In channel-aware depth-adaptive routing protocol (CDRP) \[23\], the source node constructs a virtual ideal path to the sink node when it has data to send. Besides, the noise and the speed of sound under different water depths are taken into account in the selection of forwarders to reduce end-to-end delay and improve packet delivery ratio.

In view of the impact of the beam width and 3-D direction of underwater sensors in UASNs, beam width and direction concerned routing (BDCR) proposed in Ref. \[24\] can achieve relatively high packet delivery rate and ensure reasonable energy consumption. On the selection of forwarder, the sensor node makes its preliminary decision not only on its own distance to the sink node but also on the distance of the previous sender to the sink node. Then, a correction mechanism based on beam width and direction is designed to make the final decision.

Chen et al. proposed a per-hop-based routing protocol called depth adaptive routing protocol (DARP) in Ref. \[25\], which takes not only the sound speed in different water depths but also the depth and the distance to the sink into consideration. In the routing process, a source node broadcasts the packets and then the neighbors wait for some time to decide whether they are eligible to forward the packets or not. The simulation results verify that DARP outperforms other routing protocols in terms of end-to-end delay.

UASNs-MIMO (UMIMO)-routing \[26\] utilizes multiple-input multiple-output-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) links to adaptively leverage the trade-off between multiplexing and diversity gain. With cross-layer design, it adapts its behavior to the noise and interference in underwater channels to choose a suitable transmission mode and allocate transmit power on subcarriers \[26\]. Moreover, the energy consumption is minimized according to the cooperation of transmitter and receiver to achieve the desired QoS (quality of service) according to application needs and channel condition.

SEANAR \[27\] is an energy-efficient and topology-aware routing protocol. It assigns larger weights to nodes with higher connectivity to the sink and adopts a simple yet effective greedy approach for making routing decisions. Although this is a simple greedy approach that uses
the degree information (i.e., the number of neighbors) as the criteria to choose the successor, simulation results show that SEANAR achieves higher packet delivery ratio and a lower energy consumption in comparison with greedy forwarding and VBF-based routing protocol.

Redundancy-based adaptive routing (RBAR) [28] is a routing protocol designed for underwater delay tolerant networks (DTNs). It adopts a binary tree-based forwarding procedure for the packet replication process, which allows a node to hold a packet as long as possible until it has to make another copy to satisfy its delay requirements [28]. Simulations show that RBAR can meet different delay requirements and achieve a good balance between delivery ratio, delay, and energy consumption.

3.6. Clustered network

A location-based clustering algorithm for data gathering (LCAD) [29] is a cluster-based routing protocol. The whole network is divided into 3-D grids and the sensor nodes are fixed at different depths. The sensor nodes at each tier are organized in clusters with multiple cluster heads. Data gathered from the sensor nodes are sent to their respective cluster heads and then the cluster heads deliver the data to the sink via AUVs. Its performance depends on the positioning of the cluster heads. The simulation shows that it improves the network lifetime by at least five times as against a scenario, which does involve clustering.

A distributed underwater clustering scheme (DUCS) without GPS support was proposed in Ref. [30]. The nodes organize themselves into local clusters. A non-cluster head node forwards the packets to cluster heads in a single hop and then the cluster head transmits the packets to a sink via the relay of other cluster heads in a multi-hop mode. In order to solve a battery draining problem for the cluster head, the routing protocol performs random rotation of the cluster head. The simulation shows that DUCS can achieve a very high packet delivery ratio and minimize the proactive routing message exchange.

An energy optimized path unaware layered routing protocol (E-PULRP) [31] puts the sensor nodes into different layers in the form of concentric shells around a sink node. In each layer, an intermediate relay node is selected to deliver packets from the source node to the sink node. A mathematical framework is developed for energy consumption optimization. In comparison with other routing protocols for UASNs, E-PULRP is simpler and more topology independent.

The location unaware multi-hop routing protocol based on a hybrid, energy-efficient, distributed clustering approach (LUM-HEED) [32] is a new, homogeneous, multi-hop routing protocol. It can be adaptive to a hierarchal structure network model in which each node is initialized with a certain degree according to its distance to the sink. The difference between LUM-HEED and HEED protocols is that the nodes in HEED protocol must be location aware for communicating with the sink node. Note that the sensor nodes nearer to the sink have a higher degree. Simulation results show that LUM-HEED has better performance than HEED in terms of network lifetime and network traffic.

A mobility aware routing protocol, called temporary cluster-based routing (TCBR) [33], divides the sensor nodes in different clusters according to their locations. Ordinary nodes collect and forward the packets to a nearer cluster head and then courier nodes can move vertically and
deliver them to the multiple sinks deployed on the water surface with a piston module. TCBR takes the advantage of multiple-sink architecture with requiring any location information of sensor nodes. This makes it suitable not only for stationary and mobile networks but also for the hybrid networks [33].

A staggered time division multiple access (TDMA) underwater medium access control (MAC) protocol with routing (STUMP-WR) [34] is a distributed and channel-scheduling routing protocol and designed for heavily loaded underwater networks. The sensor nodes select and schedule links to overlap communications by using a distributed algorithm for leveraging the long propagation delays [34]. The simulation shows that STUMP-WR outperforms several protocols proposed for underwater networks in terms of bits delivered per unit of energy and throughput.

4. Multi-sink–based UWSNs

4.1. Static UASNs

The depth-controlled routing protocol (DCR) in Ref. [35] uses the distance of the nodes to its nearest sink in a greedy forwarding strategy. In the network initialization phase, a sensor node moves to get a good and stable topology to improve the connectivity and routing performance. DCR shows better results than the current depth-based routing protocol (DBR) in terms of data delivery ratio, delay, and average number of redundant packets with the same energy per packet consumption.

Focused on energy balancing, the dual-sink efficient and balanced energy consumption technique (DSEBET) in Ref. [36] first establishes links between nodes based on their optimum distance value and then picked relay nodes based on their minimum distance value for the transmission of data. Long-distance nodes from one sink will share their data to another sink if they come in range of sink; otherwise, they will establish a multi-hop path for transmission of data to the respective sink [36]. In this way, energy is balanced to improve network lifetime and throughput.

A new routing protocol called MobiSink was proposed in Ref. [37] to tackle the problem of high energy consumption and reduce the instability period based on the deficiencies of depth-based routing and energy-efficient depth-based routing. Each of the four mobile sinks moves in its own region, following linear motion in the horizontal region to collect data from the nodes [37]. If the sink enters the transmission range of these nodes, the packet is forwarded directly from the high-level node to the sink. In this way, the data forwarding load is reduced on the middle node.

4.2. Mobile UASNs

In the dual-sink (DS) VBF protocol [38], all nodes are dynamic, and dual-sink architecture is deployed to increase the number of nodes that are participating in the data-forwarding procedure. In comparison with VBF, in DS-VBF, each node calculates its distance from the nearest sink and transmits the packets to it. It considers both residual energy and location
information instead of just location information to discover an optimized path to save energy [38]. Thus, it can improve the packet delivery ratio, reduce end-to-end delay, and balance total energy consumption to prolong network lifetime.

The hop–by-hop dynamic addressing-based (H2-DAB) routing protocol in Ref. [2] chooses the next hop node in a greedy strategy for broadcasting based on the hop count, called HopID, from source nodes to sink nodes on the surface water. H2-DAB can easily handle the node movements and support multiple sink architecture. However, the problem of multi-hop routing still exists with which nodes near the sink drain more energy because they are used frequently.

4.3. Geo-based routing

Similar to the geo-based routing in single-sink-based UASNs, the geo-based routing in multi-sink UASNs uses the position information too. The difference is that in multi-sink-based UASNs, packets are sent to one of the sink nodes [1].

In Ref. [35], the DCR is a centralized and distributed geographic routing protocol, with depth adjustment-based topology control for recovery of invalid communication area. A greedy forwarding strategy is proposed for geographic routing.

The DS-VBF in Ref. [38] is a dynamic and geographical routing protocol, considering both residual energy and location information as priority factors to discover an optimized routing path to save energy. Every sensor node is aware of its own location, and each data packet contains the location information of the source, forwarder, and destination nodes. In addition, a range of fields used for node mobility notion is also known by each sensor node. Based on the simulation results in comparison with VBF, average end-to-end delay is reduced but remaining energy and packet reception ratio are increased.

5. Zero-sink–based UWSNs

A trajectory-aware communication scheme based on statistical inference to model position uncertainty, combined with a practical cross-layer optimization for a WHOI acoustic micro-modem, is adopted in a paradigm-changing geographic routing protocol [39] to minimize energy consumption. Acoustic communications are used to transfer information between gliders and finally to a surface station. Implemented and tested in the proposed underwater communication test bed, it shows improvement over other routing protocols with only statistical approach or cross-layer approach in terms of end-to-end reliability, throughput, and energy consumption [39].

An AUV-aided routing method integrated path planning (AA-RP) protocol [40] uses AUVs to collect data from sensor nodes following a dynamic path, which is planned by AUVs. It utilizes the cooperation of multi-tasks to reduce energy consumption and avoid hot spot and zone problem with a dynamic gateway node scheme. The simulation shows that, although the AA-RP does not require location information in the routing process, it can balance energy consumption, avoid hot point and hot zone problem, and save energy by combining multi-tasks with a good delivery ratio.
6. Cross-layer routing

The energy-efficient interference-aware routing protocol in Ref. [41] is a centralized cross-layer heuristic solution for an efficient use of the scarce resources of UASNs. It provides a class of scheduling, power control, and routing policies and selects the next transmission node by considering different delays in packet delivery, maximal node buffer size, distance to the sink, and channel usage. Such routing can increase the overall network throughput and outperforms others in terms of energy consumption and throughput.

A new geographical and distributed routing algorithm was tailored for the characteristics of 3-D underwater environment in Ref. [42]. A model characterizing the acoustic channel utilization efficiency allows setting the optimal packet size for underwater communication. Moreover, the problem of data gathering was investigated at the network layer by considering the cross-layer interactions with MAC layers, forward error correction schemes between the routing functions, and the characteristics of underwater acoustic channels [42]. In the light of different application requirements, two distributed routing algorithms were introduced to minimize energy consumption.

The gossiping in underwater acoustic mobile ad-hoc networks (GUWMANET) scheme in Ref. [43] realizes medium access and routing functionalities in a cross-layer design. It is based on impulse communication as a physical layer method. GUWMANET needs only 10 bits of additional overhead in combination with the generic underwater application language (GUWAL), which has a 16-bit header with a multi-cast source and destination address.

A multi-path power-control transmission (MPT) scheme [44] smartly combines power control with multi-path routing and packets at the destination. MPT is divided into three parts: multi-path routing, source-initiated power-control transmission, and destination packet combining. With carefully designed power-control strategies, MPT consumes lesser energy than the conventional one-path transmission scheme without retransmission [44]. Besides, since no hop-by-hop retransmission is allowed, MPT introduces much shorter delays than the traditional one-path scheme with retransmission.

The CARP in Ref. [45] is a distributed cross-layer solution for multi-hop delivery of data to a sink in underwater networks. Next-hop selection takes explicitly into account the history of data packet delivery, the link quality, and how successful a neighbor has been in forwarding data toward the sink [45]. The results show that CARP can achieve throughput efficiency that is up to twice the throughput of focused beam routing (FBR) and almost three times that of DBR. It also obtains remarkable performance improvements over FBR and DBR in terms of end-to-end packet latency and energy consumption.

7. Reinforcement learning-based routing

A novel Q-learning-based delay tolerant routing (QDTR) protocol [8] with predictions empowered by adaptive filters is adaptive and energy efficient. The adaptive filters are used to predict future neighbor contact. With the Q-learning agent, the routing protocol can adapt
to changes in the network. Since the routing problem is formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP), in which the state space is composed by all the nodes in the network, QDTR is fully distributed without any central control. The simulation results have shown that QDTR yields significantly better network performance in energy consumption, end-to-end delay, and delivery ratio in comparison with most of the existing DTN routing protocols.

A multi-level routing protocol for acoustic-optical hybrid underwater wireless sensor networks (MURAO) [46] is a multi-level Q-learning-based routing protocol for a novel acoustic-optical hybrid UASN. The network is physically partitioned into several groups and logically divided into two layers. Taking advantage of the long range but slow acoustic transmission and fast optical communications with multi-level Q-learning, MURAO performs better than the flat Q-learning-based routing.

In Ref. [47], a Q-learning-based tracking scheme based on the buffer size and residual energy of the individual node was used to find the next forwarder. It aims to reduce the dropping on the packets, the number of forwarders, and energy consumption of the sensor nodes. The lifetime of the network is expected to increase.

Another Q-learning-based energy-efficient and lifetime-aware routing protocol (QELAR) was proposed in Ref. [48] to prolong the lifetime of networks. The residual energy of each sensor node as well as the energy distribution among a group of nodes is factored in the throughput routing process to calculate the reward function, which aids in selecting the adequate forwarders for packets. Compared with VBF, QELAR has a longer lifetime.

8. Opportunistic routing

The geographic and opportunistic routing with depth adjustment-based topology control for communication recovery over void regions (GEDAR) in Ref. [49] adjusts the topology by moving void nodes to new depths and using greedy opportunistic forwarding mechanisms to transmit packets. The communication void region occurs whenever the data is transferred to a node that is not closer to the destination than the node; the node located in a communication void region is called void node. Compared with the baseline routing protocols, GEDAR outperforms in data packet delivery ratio.

The void-aware pressure routing protocol (VAPR) in Ref. [50] exploits periodic beaconing to build directional trails toward the closest sonobuoy and features greedy opportunistic directional forwarding mechanisms for packet delivery. It can be efficiently performed even in the presence of voids [50]. The simulations show that VAPR outperforms existing schemes by significantly lowering the frequency of recovery fallbacks and effectively handling node mobility.

With the opportunistic-based DARP in Ref. [51], forwarding node selection is dynamic and independent for each node. DARP takes different acoustic signal speed, depth, and distance to sink into account to find the minimum end-to-end delay path, which may not be the shortest path directly from the source to the sink. Furthermore, it does not need to continuously maintain neighbors’ information or to exchange control packets.
The HydroCast in Ref. [52] is a hydraulic pressure-based anycast routing protocol, which exploits measured pressure levels to route a packet upward to lower depths. The opportunistic routing mechanism can limit co-channel interference by selecting the subset of forwarder. The dead-end recovery method can guarantee the delivery. Because HydroCast uses adaptive timer setting at each hop, it is mainly used for depth-based communication with sparse network and performs better than DBR in terms of delivery ratio and end-to-end delay.

9. Conclusion and open issues

We summarize the routing strategies mentioned above in Table 2. Most routing strategies are suitable for a static UASN, and just a small scale of them can be applied in a mobile UASN. However, one of the most important characteristics of UASNs is mobility. From the adaptability of the application scenarios, geo-based routing protocols cannot work well in mobile UASNs due to frequent localization. In addition, the characteristics of acoustic channels are also the limitation of the design of geo-based routing protocols. Clustered routing protocols also do not perform well in mobile UASNs because of the grouping cost.

Cross-layer routing protocols may have good performance in static UASNs. Source-routing protocols are based on the location of sensor nodes and usually adapted to single-sink–based UASNs. On the opposite, hop-by-hop routing protocols can be applied in both single-sink and multi-sink–based UASNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing strategy</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Single-sink–based UASNs</th>
<th>Multi-sink–based UASNs</th>
<th>Zero-sink–based UASNs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Static sink</td>
<td>Mobile sink</td>
<td>Static topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo-based routing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source routing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hop-by-hop routing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustered network</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-layer routing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcement learning-based routing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunistic routing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Categories of routing strategies.
Reinforcement learning-based routing protocols have good adaptability. It may be applied to dynamic networks by the design of reward functions.

The above discussion shows that it is impossible to design just one or two routing protocols that can cost-effectively support all underwater application scenarios. Many routing proposals for UASNs are only in the simulation phase and have not been testified in the actual environments. Researchers still follow the design philosophy of routing protocols for terrestrial wireless networks, which is not enough for UASNs. An optimal design must take into account each different favorable feature available in different scenarios.
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